
COMMENT

Matters of tradition
The first dictionary of English was the Table Alphabetical,
published in 1604 by the schoolmaster Robert Cawdrey. This
was a compendium 'conteyning and teaching the true writing,
and understanding of hard usuall English wordes, borrowed
from the Hebrew, Greeke, Latine, or French, &c.' Cawdrey's
small book, covering only 3,000 entries, was the acorn from
which the great present-day oak of English-language
lexicography has grown.

The lengthy title of that little book runs on: 'With the
interpretation thereof by plaine English words, gathered for
the benefit & helpe of Ladies, Gentlewomen, or any other
unskilfull persons'. Cawdrey was more than a lexicographical
innovator. Though his words may seem patronizing and sexist
today, they indicate that he was concerned about the education
of women, helping the less privileged, and the use of plain
English - and did not hesitate to make his position clear.

In Cawdrey's wake, the 17th-century tradition of'hard-word
dictionaries' blossomed, explaining complex or rare words
through simple and common words. This tradition pioneered a
defining style that is nowadays more typical of dictionaries of
English as a foreign language (EFL) than of general
dictionaries, whose definitions can often be circuitous and
obscure - indeed, couched in the very 'hard words' that
Cawdrey wanted to explain.

Last year, we reviewed eight leading desk-cum-family
dictionaries (£710, Apr 87). Commenting on that review,
some readers expressed the hope that we would in due course
also take on the EFL dictionaries. This we are now doing. In
this issue, Delia Summers describes and discusses the learners'
dictionaries. In planning her article, we have followed the same
format as last year, so as to present the three leading
dictionaries in the field side by side. In this way, you can form
your own opinion of the three works, and we look forward to
your comments.

£714 continues its own tradition of variety. Even a casual
survey of the contents of this issue testifies to the cosmopolitan
service now largely provided by readers for readers. Apart
from the commissioned cover article, all the special features in
this issue have been sent in by writers who are also readers.
They indicate that ET has become what it set out to be - a
worldwide forum for a worldwide language.

Tom McArthur

The editorial policy of English Today is to provide a focus or forum for all sorts of news
and opinion from around the world. The points of view of individual writers are as a
consequence their own, and do not reflect the opinion of the editorial board. In
addition, wherever feasible, ET leaves unchanged the orthography (normally British or
American) and the usage of individual contributors, although the editorial style of the
magazine itself is that of Cambridge University Press.
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